Fuel, maintenance and more.
Managing fleet expenses and payments can be a major challenge—especially if you don’t have the right solutions. The U.S. Bank Voyager Fleet Program enhances driver efficiency and reduces costs while supporting data integrity and preventing fraud and misuse. Drivers, fleet managers and executives rely on us to simplify life on the road and in the office.
The Voyager Fleet Card

The Voyager Fleet Card enables drivers to pay for all fleet-related expenses. And while they’re on the road, fleet managers have the visibility to control purchases and minimize risk.

All transactions run on the Voyager Network with convenient nationwide acceptance at retail gas stations, convenience stores, truck stops and private fueling sites not open to the general public.

Fleet Commander Online provides the specific vehicle and driver controls required to prevent fraud and misuse along with robust reporting for complete visibility into your fleet expenses.

Plus, the Voyager Fleet Card comes with 24/7 customer service support and provides the flexibility needed for your fleet:

- Issue cards to individual drivers or vehicles
- Assign specific controls and pump prompts
- Support the tracking and control of prepurchased fuel
- Pay for mobile refueling and driver training
- Accommodate negotiated discounts
- Get preferred service and pricing on roadside assistance, glass replacement and vehicle replacement from nationwide providers including National Automobile Club and Enterprise Rent-A-Car®

Convenience for your drivers. Control for your peace of mind.
Stay the course with the Voyager Network

The Voyager Fleet Card assures drivers there will be a location that accepts the card along their routes, at more than 320,000 retail and private fueling sites, truck stops, electric vehicle charging stations, maintenance providers and service locations.

Beyond coast-to-coast convenience and acceptance, the Voyager Network also delivers strong security and control. Merchants, fleet managers and cardholders depend on the strength and reliability of the proprietary Voyager Network, which is owned by U.S. Bank. Every transaction provides robust level III fleet data including driver ID, vehicle ID and other line-item details to bring increased visibility into fleet expenses.

Fleet Commander Online

Easily manage your entire card program with Fleet Commander Online. This secure program management tool gives you unprecedented visibility into your fleet operations and enables you to:

- Establish customized spend controls, including restricting the types of purchases your drivers can make
- Get real-time alerts of any attempted exceptions
- Leverage application programming interfaces (APIs) for real-time data integration with telematics and other systems
- Support informed decisions with actionable data intelligence from standard, enhanced and custom reporting options
- Expedite and streamline your accounting and reconciliation processes
- Enable automatic pump shutoff when a purchase reaches pre-established limits
- View and pay statements, perform account setup and maintenance, and set up/replace cards online, 24/7
Integrate fuel and maintenance onto a single platform.

Voyager Maintenance Solution
Properly maintaining fleet vehicles not only keeps drivers safe, it keeps your business moving. The Voyager Maintenance Solution does both and helps fleets to easily manage routine maintenance and emergency repairs with built-in controls and access to granular details for all work performed. Now, maintenance expenses can be fully integrated with fuel purchases for a holistic view across your Voyager Fleet Program and insight into the total cost of ownership. The Voyager Maintenance Solution delivers innovative, cardless payments and:

• **Enhanced data and controls** — All maintenance requests follow automated workflow and authorization processes so you can manage expenses without surprises. Get all of the details, including part numbers and more.

• **Increased cost savings and efficiencies** — Control what, when and where all repairs and services can be performed. Streamline maintenance management to save time for you and your drivers.

• **Centralized fleet program and billing** — Manage a single bill reflecting all fuel and maintenance expenses, simplifying overall fleet management.
Mobile solutions for drivers and fleet managers

Today’s fleets require smart solutions that enhance visibility and streamline operations. Available for Apple and Android devices, our app enables fleet managers and drivers to be more effective and efficient.

Voyager Mobile App

The Voyager Mobile App allows fleet managers and drivers to pinpoint fueling locations, current price and routing with their smartphones or tablets. It even includes filtering by fuel type and amenities such as car washes, pay at the pump, space for oversized vehicles and maintenance service capabilities.

What’s more, a hands-free audio feature announces information, allowing drivers to remain focused on the road.

Bank on us.


Discover the benefits.

866.274.5898

cpstransportation@usbank.com

voyager.usbank.com